Polaris winch parts diagram

The following Winch Guide can also be seen in your Owner's Manual. These safety warnings
and instructions apply if your vehicle came equipped with a winch or if you choose to add an
accessory winch to your vehicle. Warning: Improper winch use can result in severe injury or
death. Your winch may have a cable made of either wire rope or specially designed synthetic
rope. The term "winch cable" will be used for either unless noted otherwise. Note that the winch
clutch referred to in this guide is a knob on the side of the winch that puts the winch in or out of
gear. The clutch, pictured below, is found on the driver's side, which is the right side if you're
facing the winch. Winch Safety Precautions 1. Read all sections of this manual. Always keep
body, hair, clothing and jewelry clear of the winch cable, fairlead and hook when operating the
winch. Always keep the area around the vehicle, winch, winch cable, and load clear of people
especially children and distractions while operating the winch. Always turn the vehicle ignition
power OFF when it and the winch are not being used. Always be sure that at least five 5 full
turns of winch cable are wrapped around the winch drum at all times. The friction provided by
this wrapped cable allows the drum to pull on the winch cable and move the load. Use wheel
chocks if needed. Always align the vehicle and winch with the load directly in front of the
vehicle as much as possible. Avoid winching with the winch cable at an angle to the winching
vehicle's centerline whenever possible. Never winch up or down at sharp angles. This can
destabilize the winching vehicle and possibly cause it to move without warning. Never attempt
to winch loads that weigh more than the winch's rated capacity. The winch motor may become
hot during winch use. If you winch for more than 45 seconds, or if the winch stalls during
operation, stop winching and permit the winch to cool down for 10 minutes before using it
again. Never let the winch cable run through your hands, even if wearing heavy gloves. Never
release the clutch on the winch when the winch cable is under load. Never immerse or
submerse your winch in water. Your dealer can provide service on your winch if this occurs.
Never winch the hook fully into the winch. This can cause damage to winch components.
Unplug the remote control from the vehicle when the winch is not in use to prevent inadvertent
activation and use by unauthorized persons. Never grease or oil the winch cable. This will cause
the winch cable to collect debris that will shorten the life of the cable. Tip: Consider practicing
the operation and use of your winch before you actually need to use it in the field. Always follow
all winch instructions and warnings in the manual. Each winching situation is unique. Always
inspect the vehicle, winch, winch cable and winch controls for any signs of damage or parts in
need of repair or replacement before each use. Pay particular attention to the first 3 feet 1 meter
of winch cable if the winch is being used or has been used for lifting an accessory plow
assembly. Promptly replace any worn or damaged cable. Always use the hook strap when
handling the hook. Warning: Never put your fingers into the hook. This could lead to severe
injury. Pulling out as much cable as possible maximizes the winch's pulling capacity. Read and
adhere to the following information for winch damping to ensure safe winch use. Never hook
the winch cable back onto itself. This will damage the winch cable and may result in winch cable
failure. Never use straps, chains or other rigging items that are damaged or worn. The ONLY
time a winch-equipped vehicle should be moving when using the winch is when that vehicle
itself is stuck. The winch equipped vehicle should NEVER be in motion to "shock" load the
winch cable in an attempt to move a second stuck vehicle. See the Shock Loading section
below. For your safety, always follow these guidelines when winching a vehicle free:. Never
attempt to winch another stuck vehicle by attaching the winch cable to a suspension
component, brush guard, bumper, or cargo rack. Vehicle damage may result. Instead, attach the
winch to a strong portion of the vehicle frame or hitch. Extensive winching will run down the
battery on the winching vehicle. Let the winching vehicle's engine run while operating the winch
to prevent the battery from running low if winching for long periods. After winching is complete,
especially if winching at an angle, it may be necessary to re-distribute the winch cable across
the winch drum. You will need an assistant to perform this task. Failure to relieve rope tension
prior to changing gears may result in winch failure, resulting in serious personal injury or death.
When in neutral, "N" will be visible in the cutout window on the shift knob on the left-hand side
of the winch. Relieve all tension from the rope and then rotate the gear select knob
counter-clockwise until "L" is visible in the shift knob cutout window. Relieve all tension from
the rope and then rotate the gear select knob clockwise until "H" is visible in the shift knob
cutout window. If difficulty is encountered while shifting into HIGH, pull the winch rope slightly
by hand to help align the gears. It is NOT intended for rope retraction while under load. Using
high gear while under load will result in reduced winch life. As a result, using this feature will
significantly reduce the time needed to recover the rope after use. Polaris recommends always
returning the gear selector to LOW after rapid recovery to prevent inadvertent future operation
in HIGH gear. Winch Cable Care For your safety, always replace Polaris winch parts including
the cable with genuine Polaris replacement parts available at your authorized Polaris Dealer.

Synthetic winch cables are 50 feet long. Warning: Use of worn or damaged cable could lead to
sudden failure and severe injury. Always inspect your winch before each use. Inspect for worn
or loose parts including mounting hardware. Never use the winch if any part needs repair or
replacement. Always inspect your winch cable before each use. Inspect for worn or kinked
winch cable. A kinked winch cable made of wire rope is shown below. Even after being
"straightened out" this cable has already been permanently and severely damaged. Promptly
discontinue use of a winch cable in this condition. A kinked winch cable made of wire rope that
has been "straightened out" is shown below. Even though it may look usable, the cable has
been permanently and severely damaged. It can no longer transmit the load that it could prior to
kinking. A winch cable made of synthetic rope should be inspected for signs of fraying. Replace
the cable if fraying is observed shown below. Also replace the winch cable if there are fused or
melted fibers. Such an area of synthetic rope will be stiff and appear smooth or glazed. Shock
loading may tension a winch cable beyond its strength and cause the cable to break. The end of
a broken winch cable under such high loading can cause severe injury or death to you and
other bystanders. This is true of both wire-rope and synthetic-rope winch cables. Never attempt
to "jerk" a load with the winch. For example, never take up slack in the winch cable by moving
the winching vehicle in an attempt to move an object. This is a dangerous practice. It generates
high winch cable loads that may exceed the strength of the cable. Even a slowly moving vehicle
can create large shock loads in a winch cable. Warning: Severe injury or death can result from a
broken winch cable. This puts extra load on the winch, winch cable, and generates excessive
heat from the motor. This is a form of shock loading. Never tow a vehicle or other object with
your winch. Towing an object with a winch produces shock loading of the cable even when
towing at slow speeds. Towing from a winch also positions the towing force high on the vehicle.
This can cause instability of the vehicle and possibly lead to an accident. Never use recovery
straps with your winch. Recovery straps are designed to stretch and can store energy. This
stored energy in the recovery strap is released if a winch cable fails making the event even
more hazardous. Similarly, never use elastic "bungie" cords for winching. Never use the winch
to tie down a vehicle to a trailer or other transportation vehicle. This type of use also causes
shock loading that can cause damage to the winch, winch cable, or vehicles used. Your winch
cable is designed and tested to withstand the loads produced by the winch motor when
operated from a stationary vehicle. Always remember that the winch and winch cable are NOT
designed for shock loading. Winch Maintenance and Safety Warning: Improper or lack of winch
maintenance and service could lead to severe injury or death. Always follow all winch
instructions and warnings in this manual. Also inspect for worn or loose parts including
mounting hardware. Never work on your winch without first disconnecting the battery
connections to prevent accidental activation of the winch. For your safety, always replace
Polaris winch parts including the cable with genuine Polaris replacement parts available at your
authorized Polaris Dealer. Some winch models use wire rope as the winch cable. Other winches
use a specially designed synthetic rope as the winch cable. Never replace a synthetic-rope
winch cable with a consumer-grade polymer rope such as can be purchased in a hardware
store. Although they may look similar, they are NOT alike. A polymer rope not designed for
winch use will stretch and store excessive energy when winching. Warning: Failure of a
stretched rope under winching conditions will release all of the stored energy. This will increase
the chances of severe injury or death. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Winch
Guide. Never use alcohol or drugs before or while operating the winch. Never allow children
under 16 years of age to operate the winch. Always wear eye protection and heavy gloves when
operating the winch. If winching at an angle is unavoidable, follow these precautions: Look at
the winch drum occasionally. Never let the winch cable "stack" or accumulate at one end of the
winch drum. Too much winch cable at one end of the winch drum can damage the winch and
the winch cable. If stacking occurs, stop winching. Feed and rewind the cable evenly before
continuing winch operation. Never touch, push, pull or straddle the winch cable while winching
a load. Never use the winch for lifting or transporting people. Never use the winch to hoist or
suspend a vertical load. Always inspect your winch and winch cable before each use. Take your
time to think through the winching you are about to do. Proceed slowly and deliberately. Never
hurry or rush during winching. Always pay attention to your surroundings. You may need to
change your winching strategy if it is not working. Always remember that your winch is very
powerful. There are simply some situations that you and your winch will not be able to deal
with. Do not be afraid to ask others to help when this happens. Never operate a winch or a
vehicle in need of repair or service. Attach the hook itself onto the load or use a tow strap or
chain to secure the load to the winch cable. Tip: A "tow strap" is NOT intended to stretch. A
"recovery strap" is designed to stretch. Warning: Never use a recovery strap when winching
due to the excessive energy that can be released if the winch cable breaks. This can result in

severe injury or death. See the Shock Loading section of the winch manual. Warning: Replace
the winch cable at the first sign of damage to prevent severe injury or death in the event of
failure. If possible, keep the winch cable aligned with the centerline of the winching vehicle. This
will help the spooling of the winch cable and reduce the load on the fairlead. If freeing a stuck
vehicle by attaching to a tree, use an item such as a tow strap to avoid damaging the tree during
winch operation. Sharp cables and chains can damage or even kill trees. Visit TreadLightly.
Before operating the winch, be sure that the safety latch on the winch cable hook is fully seated
when the load is attached. Never operate your winch with a damaged hook or latch. Always
replace damaged parts before using the winch. Never remove the hook strap from the hook.
Release the winch clutch and pull out the winch cable. In order to absorb energy that could be
released by a winch cable failure, always place a "damper" on the winch cable. A damper can be
a heavy jacket, tarp, or other soft, dense object. A damper can absorb much of the energy
released if a winch cable breaks when winching. Even a tree limb can help as a damper if no
other items are available to you. Lay the damper on top of the mid-point of the winch cable
length that is spooled out. On a long pull, it may be necessary to stop winching so that the
damper can be repositioned to the new mid-point of the winch cable. Always release the tension
on the winch cable before repositioning the damper. Avoid being directly in line with the winch
cable whenever possible. Also, never permit others to stand near or in line with the winch cable
during winch operation. For your safety, always follow these guidelines when winching a
vehicle free: Release the winch clutch and spool out the necessary length of winch cable. Align
the winch cable as close as possible to the winching vehicle's centerline. Attach the winch
cable hook to the anchor point or the stuck vehicle's frame following instructions in this
manual. Re-engage the clutch on the winch. Slowly winch in the slack in the winch cable. Select
the proper vehicle gear to propel the stuck vehicle in the direction of winching. Shift to the
lowest gear available on the stuck vehicle. Slowly and carefully apply vehicle throttle and winch
together to free the vehicle. Stop winching as soon as the stuck vehicle is able to propel itself
without the help of the winch. Detach the winch cable hook. Rewind the winch cable evenly
back onto the winch drum following the instructions in this article. Release the clutch on the
winch. Feed out the winch cable that is unevenly bunched up in one area. Re-engage the winch
clutch. Have an assistant pull the winch cable tightly with about pounds 45 kg of tension using
the hook strap. Slowly winch the cable in while your assistant moves the end of the winch cable
back and forth horizontally to evenly distribute the winch cable on the drum. Doing this reduces
the chances of the winch cable "wedging" itself between lower layers of winch cable. Failure to
relieve rope tension prior to changing gears may result in winch failure, resulting in serious
personal injury or death Your winch is equipped with three different gear settings: N Neutral L
Low H High 1. Permit your winch motor to cool down prior to servicing your winch. Thank you.
Your comments are important for us. We will review your suggestions to see how we can
improve this article. Yes, it answers my question. No, it's missing information or visuals. No, the
instructions are unclear. No, What are the next steps? No, I'm experiencing a technical error.
We'd love to hear your suggestions. Keyword s winch , safety , cable , rope ,. Parts, Accessories
and Apparel. Owner's Manuals. Safety Information. Polaris Protection Plan. Special Offers.
Polaris Lubricants. Quick Links Download this manual. Before you begin, read these
instructions twice and check to be sure all parts and tools are accounted for. Cable-Assembly,
Battery to Terminal Block. Please retain these installation instructions for future reference and
parts ordering information. Please read the installation instructions thoroughly before
beginning. Installation is easier if the vehicle is clean and free of debris. For your safety, and to
ensure a satisfactory installation, perform all installation steps correctly in the sequence shown.
Remove the key from the vehicle. Battery Cables Remove the driver seat. Disconnect the black
Under Seat negative and the red positive battery cable from the battery. Page 5 4. After
removing shift lever cap and shift handle, take Screw off the center console by removing the
two screws PN and the four tuff lock rivets PN Figure 4. Lift Figure 4 5. Route the cable PN
having red and black wires from bus bar to the battery. Page 6 6. Detach the plastic plate by
removing two screws PN Figure 6. Screw Figure 6 7. Take off the front fascia by removing six
hexagonal Screw screws PN and four screws PN Figure 7. Hexagonal Screw Figure 7 8. Page 7
9. Connect the wires to the winch before installing it onto the vehicle. Figure 9. Figure 9 Page 8
Figure Cable installation: a For Winch: Twist the knob on the winch PN and insert the cable
through front plate bracket PN and roller fair lead PN to move the cable freely. Knob b For
Winch: Twist the knob on the winch Page 10 Hook attachment: a For and Winch: Attach the
hook PN with the cable by inserting the clip Attachment through it. Figure 18 and Figure Page
11 Mount the winch contactor PN on the firewall with the four bolts PN at the specified drilled
holes. NOTE: Ensure that the yellow color code on the contactor is on top. Bolt Figure 20 Page
12 Socket Wire the grommet in the firewall. NOTE: Socket position may change as per

requirement. Figure 23 For Winch Plug in the socket wire connector to the contactor Firewall
connector PN Grommet Contactor Figure 24 Page 13 For Winch Connect the connector from
fairlead to auto stop Fairlead control unit connector. Connector Control Unit Connector Figure
26 Route the wire from fairlead to the auto-stop control Auto-stop unit. Cut out a hole in the din
box for mounting the socket PN NOTE: Follow the instruction on the back of the din for the
cutout. Page 15 Drill the mounting holes to the specified location around the cut out of the
socket on the back of din box. Mounting hole in socket Hole in din box Figure 32 This manual is
also suitable for: Print page 1 Print document 15 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Collection of
polaris rzr winch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard photographic
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as simplified forms, and
also the power and also signal links in between the tools. A wiring diagram normally gives
details concerning the loved one setting and arrangement of devices and terminals on the tools,
to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial representation would certainly reveal
more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra
symbolic notation to stress interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is
commonly made use of to repair problems and also making sure that all the links have been
made as well as that every little thing exists. File Type: JPG. Source: getcircuitdiagram. Source:
malltecho. Assortment of polaris rzr winch wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and
then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A first check out a circuit layout
may be complicated, yet if you could review a subway map, you could check out schematics.
The objective coincides: obtaining from factor A to direct B. Literally, a circuit is the course that
permits electrical power to circulation. If you recognize just what to try to find, it ll become
second nature. While at very first you ll just be reading them, eventually you will begin
producing your personal. This guide will reveal you a few of the common symbols that you
make sure to see in your future electric engineering job. Voltage: Measured in volts V , voltage
is the pressure or force of electrical energy. This is normally supplied by a battery such as a 9V
battery or keys electricity, the outlets in your home operate at V. Outlets in various other
countries run at a different voltage, which is why you require a converter when traveling.
Present: Current is the circulation of power, or more specifically, the flow of electrons. It is
measured in Amperes Amps , as well as could just stream when a voltage supply is attached.
Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance specifies how conveniently electrons could
move via a product. Products such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly
enable circulation of movement low resistance. Plastic, timber, as well as air are examples of
insulators, hindering the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Current. DC is a
continuous flow of existing in one direction. DC could move not simply through conductors,
however semi-conductors, insulators, and even a vacuum. Air Conditioning Rotating Current. In
AC, the circulation of present regularly alternates in between two instructions, commonly
forming a sine wave. The regularity of Air Conditioner is measured in Hertz Hz , as well as is
typically 60 Hz for electrical power in residential and also organisation purposes. Currently s the
fun things. Finishing an electric design degree and then getting a job in the area indicates you
will certainly see a lot a lot a whole lot of these schematics. It s crucial to understand precisely
just what is happening with these. While they can and will obtain extremely complicated, these
are just a few of the common graphics to obtain your ground on. Whenever you identify your
particular area of electrical design, you might see extra intricate representations and also signs.
You ll find out likewise that different countries utilize various symbols. Of the 2 signs for
resistors above, the first one is utilized in the U. You may also like. Learn more about Dennis
Kirk. We're always looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have experienced a
problem with our website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible so our team
can explore it further. Enter keyword or part Search Within. View Cart Checkout. My Garage.
Saved Rides Manage Rides. Add a new ride. ATV Categories. Find Parts Fast. Select Year.
Select Make. Select Model. ATV Parts back. ATV Accessories back. Tire Finder. Tire Width. Rim
Diameter. Tire Sizes Explained. Tire Height Tire Height. Tire Width Tire Width. Rim Diameter Rim
Diameter. ATV Tires back. Exhaust finder. ATV Exhaust back. Helmets back. Apparel back. Get
more Dennis Kirk. Shop by Discount back. Ride Types All Ride Types. ATV Categories Enter
Categories terms All Categories. Accessories 1, Winches Winch Parts Enter Brands DragonFire
1. Falcon Kimpex 5. Moose Runva 1. Warn In Stock Only Price Range. Special Offers. New Items
1. Connector 2. Contactor 7. Hook 2. Remote Control 6. Solenoid 3. Splitter 1. Switch Synthetic
Rope 6. Winch Bumper 6. Winch Core 4. Wire Rope 8. Each Kit 9. We're sorry, your search
returned no results. ATV Winch Parts. Results per Page 40 60 Viewing Results 1 - 38 of Part :
Mfg Part : Part : Mfg Part : CS Part : Mfg Part : RC6. Part : Mfg Part : C Part : Mfg Part : QC Prev
Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Next. We carry more ATV products than any other aftermarket vendor and

have them all at the lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and
ready to ship to you today. Dennis Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since ,
so you can rest assured that we have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Winch
Parts for your ATV. Plus we have a no-hassle return policy, so you can shop with complete
confidence at Dennis Kirk! We want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc.
Select Ride Type. Create an Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging
in? Click Here. Give us your feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience.
Your Ride optional. Part Number if applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service
resolve your issue? Your Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First
Name. Postal Code. What are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy
I'd like to unsubscribe. This assembly does not fit the selected vehicle. Please choose a
different assembly. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Get it before it's gone!
Shop final clearance. Shop by Vehicle. Back Shop by Vehicle. Find What Fits Your Vehicle. Go
Reset. Showing products that fit your. See Winches that fit. Reset See Winches that fit. Where
do I find my VIN? Add Vehicle. Your VIN provides important and specific information about your
vehicle to make finding the right products fast and easy. Search Reset. Stock on Vehicle. Top
Seller. Item Select size to be notified when in stock. Temporarily Out of Stock. Coming March
This product is in production and will be available for purchase soon. May be available near May
Be Available Locally You have the option to find this item at the dealer of your choice.
Availability may vary between different dealers and can change at any time without notice. We
recommend calling the store to confirm availability. Find at a dealer near you. Winch with Rapid
Rope Recovery. Map View List View. Auto Stop Technology stops the winch automatically when
the collar touches the fairlead saving time and preventing over-spooling. Winch with Rapid
Rope Recovery 1. What's Included All components for installation including hardware, fairlead,
wireless remote, hook, strap and complete instructions. Related Items Loading Recently Viewed
Loading Added To Cart. Cart Subtotal. View Cart Continue Shopping. Send alert when [ph] is in
stock to:. You'll be notified at [ph] the next time this item is in stock. Other Specifications. Ease
Of Installation. Warranty Information. This assembly does not fit the selected vehicle. Please
choose a different assembly. Its smooth, efficient power is ideal for tackling projects of all sizes
that require reliable pulling power, and you'll use it to get your buddies unstuck while out riding.
It has proven, dependable 1. This winch operates in a wide range of battery charges and
provides nearly silent free spool operation. It has a ft. It comes with a wireless remote control.
Installation: Winch mounts in designated, integrated bumper location using provided mounting
hardware. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Get it before it's gone! Shop final
clearance. Shop by Vehicle. Back Shop by Vehicle. Find What Fits Your Vehicle.
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Go Reset. Showing products that fit your. See Winches that fit. Reset See Winches that fit.
Where do I find my VIN? Add Vehicle. Your VIN provides important and specific information
about your vehicle to make finding the right products fast and easy. Search Reset. Stock on
Vehicle. Item You must select your fitment vehicle before adding to cart. May be available near
May Be Available Locally You have the option to find this item at the dealer of your choice.
Availability may vary between different dealers and can change at any time without notice. We
recommend calling the store to confirm availability. Find at a dealer near you. Map View List
View. Pull capacity Cut metal gears and strong and durable steel spool Oprates in a wide range
of battery charges and provides nearly silent free spool operation 50 ft. Related Items Loading
Recently Viewed Loading Added To Cart. Cart Subtotal. View Cart Continue Shopping. Required
Sold Separately. Extreme Duty Front Bumper - Warranty Information.

